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You want to set up a make-to-order planning scenario for a finished material. Some components from the bill
of materials (BOM) should be procured per sales order, other components should be procured for various
requirements. Fore casting is NOT possible. Which settings do you make to achieve this?

Planning strategy 50 (Planning without final assembly) and the corresponding Mixed MRP indicator

Planning strategy 20 (Make-to-Order) and the corresponding individual Collective indicator

Planning strategy 20 (Make-to-Order) and the corresponding Mixed MRP indicator

Planning strategy 50 (Planning without final assembly) and the corresponding individual Collective
Indicator.

You run MRP for a material that was planned using Demand-Driven Replenishment. Toward which buffer
level does the MRP run create a replenishment proposal?

Top of Red Base

Top of Red

Top of Green

Top of Yellow

How would you define pegging in the context of Advanced Planning?

An evaluation that is ordered according to the bill-of-material structure of all related products and
represents the relationship between the receipt and the issue elements.

An evaluation to verify if there are mater al or capacity shortages in the network after the production
planning run.

An evaluation to verify if there are overstock situations in the balance between receipt and issue
elements after the production planning run.

An evaluation that is ordered according to the network structure of all related products and represents
the coverage of issue elements with receipt elements.
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An issue storage location was NOT found through the work center, bill of material (BOM)item, or material
master. What determines whether the storage location can be derived from the production version?

Plant Data

MRP Profile

MRP Group

MRP Controller

In a production process, you need a certain amount of liquid as input material. The source tank is directly
connected to the reactor. How can you process consumption postings?

Kanban

Picking list

Backflushing

Transfer Order

You want to reduce planning efforts for B/C materials. Which planning procedure do you recommend?

Manual planning without check

Forecast planning

Material requirements planning

Consumption-based planning

Which of the following elements does MRP take into account during net requirement calculation? Note: There
are 2 correct answers to this question.
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Maximum stock level

Purchase orders

Safety stock

Lot size

Which SAP solutions can be used for forecast ng in Supply Chain Planning? Note: There are 2 correct answers
to this question.

Supply Chain Management (SCM)

Capacity Requirements Planning (CRP)

Integrated Business Planning (IBP)

Material Requirements Planning (MRP)

What could be the reason for multiple commitment of individual capacities, where several operations have the
same scheduled dates on a resource after capacity planning? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question.

Alternative resources are fully occupied.

The Change Planning Direct on indicator is set.

The work center has several individual capacities.

The planning strategy is infinite.

When do you use variant bills of materials (BOMB)?

When multiple material is have similar BOMB

When a material has multiple BOMB

Answer: C D
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Answer: A C
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When multiple material also have the same BOM

When a material has a configurable BOM

Answer: C


